
Energy efficiency at scale:
Virtual energy assessment technologies are uniquely powerful for saving 
energy in building portfolios

Putting technology to the test

The Smart Buildings Center’s (SBC) technology 
demonstration and validation project researched nearly 
70 technologies and reviewed eight during a 30-day 
deployment across 10 greater Seattle-area buildings. 
The technologies selected contained a mix of technical 
capabilities and had the ability to produce results within 
a short time period. The buildings that were chosen—in 
the multifamily, portfolio, government, and commercial 
sectors—already had results from a traditional audit, 
against which the new technology reports were 
compared. All of them also provided 15-minute (“interval”) 
energy data.

Large portfolios of commercial buildings can benefit greatly from new virtual energy assessment technologies that allow 
portfolio managers to visualize comprehensive energy use and guide their decisions on energy efficiency improvements 
across multiple buildings without installing additional metering equipment.

Many analysis tools exist in the market to benchmark energy performance and analyze energy use and energy savings 
potential of an individual building or systems within a building. New virtual technology makes energy assessment across 
multiple buildings in a portfolio more accessible and informative than ever before. Benchmarking and disaggregation of 
energy use across an entire portfolio can allow an operator to quickly hone in on and prioritize potential problems and 
solutions across multiple buildings. Furthermore, these technologies provide the operator with recommendations for 
future system-specific efficiency opportunities based on current energy use snapshots. While these new technologies 
cannot replace in-depth on-site investigation, they can save time and money upfront by accessing and organizing large 
amounts of data, conducting initial analyses, and identifying where to focus next-step energy-saving investigations. And 
for owners of multiple buildings, where individual site visits are not practical, virtual energy assessment tools offer a 
preliminary step towards a deeper understanding of which equipment, operations, and individual buildings are wasting 
the most energy within their entire portfolio.

For the portfolio category, the project team selected two 
virtual energy assessment technologies to deploy: Retrofi-
ciency’s Virtual Energy Assessment (VEA)  and New Build-
ings Institute’s FirstView. The project team also looked at an 
existing deployment of WegoWise at a multifamily building, 
which additionally has portfolio-scale applications.

The project team packaged the following participating 
buildings in the state of Washington into a simulated 
portfolio: Two commercial buildings in downtown Seattle, 
the King County Courthouse in Seattle, the Sheraton Hotel in 
downtown Seattle, the Washington Department of Ecology 
Headquarters in Lacey, and two high schools in the North-
shore School District northeast of Seattle.
 

KC Courthouse
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8-Story Commercial Office Building
343,400 sq ft

Downtown Commercial High-Rise
343,878 sq ft

WA Dept of Ecology
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KC 911 Center
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Retroficiency’s Virtual Energy Assessment (VEA) combines 15-minute interval 
data with rapid energy modeling techniques to identify savings opportunities for 
its clients on a large scale. Its capabilities (and companion products) that offer 
ongoing monitoring and savings verification were not part of the SBC 
demonstration project.

New Buildings Institute’s FirstView extracts targeted energy performance 
information from basic resources like monthly energy bills and building 
characteristics. This online resource produces one-time individual building and 
portfolio reports that disaggregate energy use into end-use categories, thus 
giving targeted indications as to where improvement opportunities may exist. 
FirstView also compares performance against similar buildings and portfolios 
regionally or nationally.

Interval data allows deeper insight with Retroficiency

“In-person assessments leave me with one big, 
overwhelming to-do list, without a clear picture 
of how the building as a whole is performing. 
The Retroficiency VEA report is great because it 
provides a clear picture of how my entire 
building is performing and suggests 
opportunities for energy saving improvements 
that include operational adjustments that can 
be implemented today and start saving money 
tomorrow.” 

Featured technologies for portfolios
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Energy use data in building portfolios is increasingly 
available in 15-minute and hourly intervals from energy 
management systems, vastly enhancing visibility 
compared to the monthly data provided in utility bills. 

Recognizing the potential to yield far more robust findings 
from interval data, the Retroficiency team developed a 
market-leading product called Virtual Energy Assessment 
(VEA), which the SBC project team tested in the project’s 
simulated portfolio. Within a matter of minutes, VEA can 
process tens of thousands of data points to create a 
unique energy model of a building’s current performance, 
and a second model to demonstrate how the building 
might ideally perform with efficient operations and 
systems. VEA uses these models to produce insights 
about current performance and energy improvement 
opportunities that deserve further investigation. These 
results are presented in a three-part report containing 
graphic depictions of savings potential, a current snapshot 
of energy use, and recommendations to improve energy 
performance.

The VEA Demand Map and Current Snapshot Graph: The 
Demand Map shows interval data from an entire year next 
to the number of cooling and heating degree days deter-
mined by localized weather from that same year. This 
creates an easily digestible visual depiction of the efficacy 
of recent and current operating practices. The Current 
Snapshot graph breaks down whole-building energy 
consumption into categories, such as lighting and ventila-
tion. This breakdown, called "end-use disaggregation," 
helps users focus on system-specific energy saving 

opportunities, even in buildings that do not have subme-
ters. Although not tested during the demonstration project, 
VEA can even conduct a high-level assessment for a 
building that has only monthly data when interval data is 
not available.

The Seattle high-rise building’s chief engineer, who is new 
on the job, was amazed to see the annual operating trends 
clarified in the Demand Map. It provided her with an histori-
cal account of building performance, allowing her to see 
(among other things) that the building’s morning start-up of 
heating and cooling systems were ill-timed. Based on the 
graphical representations of energy usage, she was able to 
adjust schedules and identify and implement other oppor-
tunities to improve operations. 

The VEA Recommendations: The concluding section of the 
report summarizes issues found, system-by-system, and 

articulates the potential operational and capital solutions 
that may be explored further. 

Ben Rupert, the energy manager for the King County 
Courthouse, noted that the Retroficiency’s VEA report 
was produced quickly, and offered a concise and well-co-
ordinated summary of findings and savings that he could 
easily share with stakeholders. The operational and 
retrofit recommendations also aligned with findings from 
a previous on-site audit of the building, helping to validate 
the accuracy of the solution. The ability to view current 
performance from these different perspectives provides a 
more complete picture of ongoing building performance 
in a format that is understandable to both technical and 
non-technical staff and consultants.
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Owner, prominent Seattle high-rise 
commercial building



Technology gives energy professionals faster access to 
portfolios’ energy saving opportunities

Energy use data in building portfolios is increasingly 
available in 15-minute and hourly intervals from energy 
management systems, vastly enhancing visibility 
compared to the monthly data provided in utility bills. 

Recognizing the potential to yield far more robust findings 
from interval data, the Retroficiency team developed a 
market-leading product called Virtual Energy Assessment 
(VEA), which the SBC project team tested in the project’s 
simulated portfolio. Within a matter of minutes, VEA can 
process tens of thousands of data points to create a 
unique energy model of a building’s current performance, 
and a second model to demonstrate how the building 
might ideally perform with efficient operations and 
systems. VEA uses these models to produce insights 
about current performance and energy improvement 
opportunities that deserve further investigation. These 
results are presented in a three-part report containing 
graphic depictions of savings potential, a current snapshot 
of energy use, and recommendations to improve energy 
performance.

The VEA Demand Map and Current Snapshot Graph: The 
Demand Map shows interval data from an entire year next 
to the number of cooling and heating degree days deter-
mined by localized weather from that same year. This 
creates an easily digestible visual depiction of the efficacy 
of recent and current operating practices. The Current 
Snapshot graph breaks down whole-building energy 
consumption into categories, such as lighting and ventila-
tion. This breakdown, called "end-use disaggregation," 
helps users focus on system-specific energy saving 

opportunities, even in buildings that do not have subme-
ters. Although not tested during the demonstration project, 
VEA can even conduct a high-level assessment for a 
building that has only monthly data when interval data is 
not available.

The Seattle high-rise building’s chief engineer, who is new 
on the job, was amazed to see the annual operating trends 
clarified in the Demand Map. It provided her with an histori-
cal account of building performance, allowing her to see 
(among other things) that the building’s morning start-up of 
heating and cooling systems were ill-timed. Based on the 
graphical representations of energy usage, she was able to 
adjust schedules and identify and implement other oppor-
tunities to improve operations. 

The VEA Recommendations: The concluding section of the 
report summarizes issues found, system-by-system, and 

articulates the potential operational and capital solutions 
that may be explored further. 

Ben Rupert, the energy manager for the King County 
Courthouse, noted that the Retroficiency’s VEA report 
was produced quickly, and offered a concise and well-co-
ordinated summary of findings and savings that he could 
easily share with stakeholders. The operational and 
retrofit recommendations also aligned with findings from 
a previous on-site audit of the building, helping to validate 
the accuracy of the solution. The ability to view current 
performance from these different perspectives provides a 
more complete picture of ongoing building performance 
in a format that is understandable to both technical and 
non-technical staff and consultants.
 

“We’ve watched the technology market improve 
over the last couple of years, and we can see 
how they can save significant time in the 
upfront analysis of portfolios. They represent a 
great solution to a longtime struggle to quickly 
gain deeper insight using interval data. As a 
result, we’ve been shifting to a business model 
that can inexpensively leverage these tools as 
opposed to building them ourselves. This 
benefits both McKinstry and our clients.”
 

McKinstry, a design-build-operate-and-maintain 
mechanical services firm, manages two properties partici-
pating in the SBC project—the Washington State Ecology 
building in Lacey, and the two Northshore School District 
high schools northeast of Seattle.

Technology for quickly and efficiently analyzing data 
across an entire portfolio has long been sought by energy 
professionals, as this has traditionally been a daunting 
task. According to Kozlen, both NBI’s FirstView and the 
Retroficiency’s VEA tools are much faster than humans at 
getting to high-level opportunity analysis. He says this can 
help McKinstry engage clients in pursuing energy efficien-
cy opportunities earlier in the process and move to imple-
mentation faster.  

FirstView is an effective tool for portfolio managers to do 
broad-brush analyses on a large number of buildings using 
only basic data. In fact, NBI is collaborating with the U.S. 
Green Building Council to analyze energy use patterns in 
large groups of LEED buildings and make comparisons 
among them to better understand how to set energy 
efficiency standards for LEED.

At the McKinstry-managed Washington State Department 
of Ecology Headquarters in Lacey, Kozlen acknowledged 
they could use a tool like FirstView to analyze monthly 
utility data in buildings that do not produce interval data, 
identify other buildings in the portfolio with energy savings 
potential, and perhaps earn contracts to provide services to 
more buildings in that portfolio.

Stephen Kozlen, Optimization Program 
Manager, McKinstry Energy Management 
Services
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Technology standardizing data acquisition for smoother 
portfolio-scale applications

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager was the primary source 
of existing data uploaded into virtual technologies tested 
in the SBC project. Portfolio Manager is the national 
standard for storing utility data and benchmarking build-
ing performance, and has become the standard for 
sharing building utility data and reporting performance to 
city and state governments to meet energy disclosure 
requirements. A free, accessible online tool developed by 
the EPA, Portfolio Manager houses data online for access 
from anywhere, at any time. 

Portfolio Manager not only allows measurement and 
tracking of energy performance in buildings and portfoli-
os, it can benchmark performance by comparing them 
with like buildings and portfolios on a national scale. It 
also gives building operators a platform from which to 
apply other technologies that can quickly focus in on 
opportunities to improve energy performance and track 
energy savings from changes made. It includes a basic 
set of tools that produce reports and a Statement of 
Energy Performance—a valuable resource when selling or 
leasing a high-performing building.

WegoWise was also already in use in some buildings 
participating in the SBC project. WegoWise is an afford-
able, subscription-based program allowing operators of 
any building type or portfolio to put all energy (and water) 
use data in one place and make it accessible from a 
desktop, laptop, or mobile device.  

WegoWise pulls monthly data directly from online utility 
accounts every month, organizing the data in a visually- 
appealing online platform, and can automatically update 
energy (and water) data in ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager. WegoWise can benchmark performance of a 
building or buildings against a database of similar build-
ings to identify where energy is being wasted. As changes 
and improvements are made, WegoWise ongoing monitor-
ing will also allow owners to track savings over time.

Launched in 2012 as an industry-led effort, Green Button 
was rapidly embraced by a technology industry eager to 
have a smoother and more consistent upload of data to 
their platforms. However, utilities have struggled to make 
Green Button data available on a widespread basis. 

Seattle City Light this year became one of the first utilities 
in the country to provide Green Button data downloads to 
large commercial electric customers. A select group of 
Seattle City Light customers—including four participants 
in the SBC project—were intending to transition their data 
downloading service to Green Button in time for the 
project test period. However, Green Button is in its infancy 
and was not ready to provide the level of service needed, 
so project participants used the very basic but more 
established Seattle Meter Watch data downloading 
service. The hope for Green Button in the future is that it 
will automate the availability of uniform data, both 
monthly and interval varieties, for all sizes of buildings 
with the push of a button.
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Building portfolios maximize benefit from new technology 

For more information

www.smartbuildingscenter.org

For guidance on how to identify the 
best virtual energy assessment tools 
for you, please see the Emerging 
Technologies guide on the SBC 
website, along with other project 
resources including a Market Snap-
shot analysis and case studies for 
multifamily, commercial, and govern-
ment and other public buildings.

Retroficiency VEA:  
www.retroficiency.com
NBI FirstView: 
www.newbuildings.org/firstview

The SBC technology demonstration and validation project 
clarified what virtual energy assessment technology can 
and cannot do to maximize both technical and human 
resources and improve energy efficiency in buildings. 
While these new technologies cannot replace in-depth 
investigation, they can save time and money upfront by 
accessing and organizing large amounts of data, 
conducting initial analyses, and identifying where to focus 
next-step energy-saving investigations. 

Virtual technology also provides reports that are 
ideal for engaging building staff, occupants, and 
financial decision makers in energy conservation 
planning and implementation. Over time, these 
new technologies will continue to get better at 
proactively managing building performance and 
validating the success of energy efficiency 
projects.

In the case of large building portfolios, virtual 
energy assessment technology is equipping 
utilities and owners with a better way to take 
action on energy saving opportunities. Utilities 
can use these tools to engage their customers at 
a programmatic level and prioritize the biggest 
energy-saving opportunities.

Meanwhile, free or low-cost basic tools that help 
commercial building owners use new assessment 
technologies access and organize data and close in on 
opportunities quickly and easily, already exist. In fact, 
ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager and WegoWise 
were already in use by most of the buildings participating 
in the project, demonstrating that they are valuable 
starting points for all building operators.
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